Parenting Special Interest Research Group

Melbourne, Australia: August 17th, 2016
FOLLOW-UPS: December 1st, 2016, May 25th, 2017, September 15th, 2017, December 1st, 2017, April 27th, 2018, September 4th, 2018
FOLLOW-UP: January 2019
EXECUTIVE MEETING

Subject
Objectives and
priorities

Discussion
Objectives are updated every 3-4 months and are published
on our webpage and via our newsletter.
The following objectives will continue until World Congress
in August 2019. The new elected executive can then review
and establish new priorities.
Objectives:
• Communication within our SIRG and research
community – via newsletter, Facebook page (social
media)
• Membership
• Connectedness within our SIRG
• Partnership with other SIRG (i.e. Family SIRG)
• Participation in Conferences and World Congress
• Position Paper
• Responsibilities of IASSIDD Executive members

Action
To write notes from
executive meeting and
publish them on SIRG
website

Responsible

Deadline

Marjorie and
Iva

ONGOING

FOLLOW-UP
2018.09.04
Webpage is regularly updated by Iva.
The October Newsletter (in process) will
be uploaded once approved by executive.
This document will also be uploaded
once approved by executive.
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Communication A sixth newsletter has been published in May-June 2018:
- Newsletter
• Membership news
• Parenting websites
• New publications and resources

Prepare newsletter
Send to members

Marjorie

June 2018

Amber

The June 2018 newsletter was sent to
members and uploaded onto IASSIDD
website.
In preparation – seventh newsletter.

A seventh newsletter is in the works and focuses on sharing
IASSIDD news (as per Council meeting) and news from
conference that was held in Athens. It will also ask members
to get involved and submit their candidacy for the executive
2019-2022. Due: October 2018.
The eight newsletter will focus on preparation for Glasgow,
introduction of new elected SIRG executive, a few more
parenting websites, introduction of new colleagues. Due:
January-February 2019.
Communication Facebook page shares information on new publications, new
– Facebook
members, new resources. Posts that are the most shared and
page
liked are the ones when new publications are shared.
We need to continue to ask members to ‘like’ page + be more
active on it.
IASSIDD Council and executive for Glasgow have asked
each SIRG to repost and like their information. Each SIRG
is also asked to identify members who would be ‘incharge’ to re-tweet and ‘instagram’ as well. Rahel More
and Annie-Claude Villeneuve have offered to support for
twitter and Instagram.

Feed Facebook page.

Marjorie
Rahel
AnnieClaude

ON-going

Facebook page needs to be ‘fed’
information on a more regular basis
A communication plan will be discussed
amongst Marjorie, Rahel and AnnieClaude in re: to social media. This will be
presented in the January-February
newsletter.
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Membership

Mailing list continues to be updated.

Send newsletter to all

IASSIDD council has worked on different avenues to
increase its membership. These will be shared in the
newsletter.

Executive to reach out to
their partners

Marjorie,
Margaret,
others

January
2019

Parenting SIRG membership has increased since last
review as we were able to remind people to renew. We
should have more accurate numbers towards the end of
November 2018. Those numbers will be published in the
January-February 2019 newsletter.

Mailing list is constantly being updated.
Marjorie will send a reminder email to
past 2016 and 2017 members, with the
May-June AND October 2018 newsletters.
Marjorie will send a reminder email to
known ‘usual and regular’ members of
Parenting SIRG in November 2018, with
the call for proposal for Glasgow

Furthermore, as 2019 is a World Congress year, we can
expect an increase in membership.
Finally, executive members have been working hard in
establishing links with other colleagues. In opening our
‘scope’ more officially to include colleagues who work on
relationships, couplehood, quality of life matters,
sexuality, … we might be in a better position to add to our
membership.
Connectedness A priority has to be to find channels of communication with
within our SIRG our members. New members need to be welcomed and
introduced to our community. ‘old’ members need to be
reconnected with.
In Athens, Marjorie discussed with Beth Tarleton to discuss
possibility of organizing a one-day symposia before the
World Conference.

Marjorie,

August
2018

STILL TO BE ORGANISED:
How to showcasing our members on our
FB page – using content of newsletter?
To be discussed with our social media
group
Follow-ups to be done re: Glasgow
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Before each conference, a message need to be sent to
members to stimulate the submission of papers,
presentations, workshops, roundtables and symposia.
With the October 2018 Newsletter – ideas for symposia
will be proposed and links between colleagues suggested
in order to plan for Glasgow.

Marjorie has prepared
research interests and
possible symposia to
send to members and
possible partners (see
Participation in
Conferences and World
Congress section)

Marjorie

December
2018

To be sent with newsletter.

Our membership is especially active in North America,
Europe and Australia. Research is very limited to null in
regions such as Asia-Pacific and Africa. We need to explore
possibilities in those regions.
Margaret is establishing links in Asia-Pacific.
Marjorie was put in contact with a colleague in South
Africa by our President-Elect Colleen Adnams. More to
follow.

To create links with
researchers and
clinicians in those
regions.

Margaret,
Marjorie

January
2019

Introduction of new colleagues in
January newsletter?? To be seen…
Possibility of joint symposia in Glasgow

We also need to strengthen connectedness within ‘regions’ –
maybe by giving them tasks team can manage as a region?

brainstorm ideas
around more ‘regional’
ways to create ‘SIRG
communities’

Executive

August
2019

Focus is on UK – in preparation of
Glasgow conference
This objective will be reviewed in
Executive and SIRG meeting in Glasgow
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Partnerships
with other
SIRGs and
IASSIDD
committees

Organise Joint Symposia with early intervention SIRG,
Policy and practice SIRG, Family SIRG, Quality of Life SIRG
– for World Congress.

To contact SIRG Chairs

Marjorie

Explore possibilities to do joint symposia with researchers in
other connected field

Make links in connected
fields (i.e. sexuality)

Susan,
Margaret

Participation in
Conferences
and World
Congress

Athens was a success with 5 symposia.

A list of potential
presenters-authors
has been organized
within different
potential themes for
Symposia.

Marjorie
Susan

Preparation for World Congress (Glasgow, 2019) is
underway. we need to engage our European colleagues.
In preparation for Glasgow (2019):
Iva will engage her Czech colleagues and Slovania; David can
get in contact with Polish colleagues. Netherlands colleagues
and UK will be contacted by Marjorie.
Our research priorities have also been identified every four
years which has coordinated research.
Objectives for 2019 (to add):
• Have a minimum of 3 Symposia
• Have a minimum of one Symposia with other SIRG
• Have one Symposia on Low-Middle Income Countries
• Identify an executive officer for Asia-Pacific / Africa
region

The list of authors and
themes will be
reviewed with
Executive to ensure we
are not missing
anyone.
Each author will be
contacted by email
personally to ask for
potential interest.
Each interested author
will then be reminded
of deadlines for

January
2019

To reconduct Symposia from Bangkok
to Athens or Glasgow
Summer
2019
(Glasgow)

Marjorie is in contact with UK colleagues
Each executive member will be asked to
contact their colleagues about Glasgow
Social media group will look at
communication strategy
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submitting abstracts.
European partners will
be solicited in
organizing Symposia
with local partners
(research, clinician,
government, and
advocacy groups).
Position Paper

Our last Position Paper was published in 2008. It was
suggested that we explore the possibilities to write a new
position paper that would include our latest research.
Discussions need to occur around Focus (i.e. special focus on
Child welfare? Family? Law? Our general?)
June 1st 2017 – Marjorie has prepared an outline of what the
Position Paper could be about and which co-authors could be
asked to participate. Submitted to Executive –
Gwynnyth, Maurice and Executive are proposing a metaanalysis on parenting – need to be further explored how
this would go about.

Marjorie needs to FU
with Executive –
around proposal that
was made in June 2017.
To discuss and present
our suggestions to
members.
Need to get regulations
from IASSIDD in regards
to publication of
Position Papers.
To look at Child Welfare
Journal? Or other?

All

August
2019

To be discussed in Glasgow.
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IASSIDD
Executive

SIRG members will be asked to submit candidacies for
Executive members as a new executive should be elected and
ready to take over in August 2019 at the Glasgow conference.

August
2018

Information will be sent via email +
newsletter.
Elected executive will be introduced in
January 2019 newsletter.

Next Meeting

Next Email Follow-up December 2018.
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